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The Empowered Parent
Reclaim Control. Love Life. Thrive.
“The moment I heard the words ‘Your son has autism’, the spark of life
vanished. I was lost and afraid. I looked to everyone else for answers. And
even when I had a ‘plan’, I was overwhelmed, stressed and sad, because I

“Jane Lynn’s guidance is
meaningful and honest. By
sharing information about her
success and challenges
helped me avoid speed bumps
along my journey and not feel

didn’t know how to truly help him...or myself. During 14 years of parenting
autism and home schooling William, I have learned many things. The most
important of all was how to reclaim my power and how to bring control and
joy back into my life. The spark is back. And my family is thriving! As an HR

alone when things didn’t go as

Director for Factiva/Dow Jones, I trained thousands of people through

planned.” (Stefanie, Mom of 8-

challenging material to achieve breakthroughs. As a mom, I trained over 30

year old with autism)

team members to take my son from deep inside his own world to being an
outgoing teenager with friends, a job and a confirmed member of the church.

“Autism is a label but Jane
Lynn shows others how to see
the ABLE. She will inspire you

As an Autism Parenting Coach, I partner with parents to help them reclaim
control, inspire their kids to succeed, and to love their life!”

every time you cross her path
or listen to her words.” (Nicole,
Special Ed Head Teacher)

“Jane Lynn is simply a leader
with compassion and depth of

Schedule a Live or Web Event
In 1 hour, Jane Lynn shares her story and teaches how to reclaim your power as a parent
of autism. Parents walk away with 3 simple yet transformational techniques that help
them make changes today that create more clarity and control, freedom and joy, and that
inspire their children to be more social and more successful at home and at school.
Schedule your event at www.navig8autism.com/book-now.

knowledge that people want to
learn from and grow with.”
(Kris, former Head of HR for
Godiva Chocolatier and Dollar
Tree)

Jane Lynn is an Autism Parenting Coach, an international talk show host of Navigate
Autism with Jane Lynn, and a Facebook Live personality airing each Tuesday at 8pm at
Facebook.com/navigateautism.

